
BGEN committee meeting: Friday 22nd September 2017 

Present: Aaron, Julia, Stephen, Michael 

• BGEN stream for congress in Adelaide:   

We only have one room set aside at this stage for the education stream. But that should be work -

out ok, 50 people can meet here comfortably. The committee went through the agenda for this 

session and made no changes.  (see attachment agenda). Aaron will do a presentation to model the 

sharing section. Both Aaron and Michael will try to keep an eye on other groups as facilitators in 

sharing session. Michael to contact Sydney BG to promote BGEN and let them know that there is an 

opportunity to join the committee. 

Stephen will present the BGEN power point near the start of Congress with Ngaire as a standby. The 

rest of the committee will be introduced to the delegates so that people will be able to put a face to 

a name, and find out more about BGEN. 

 • BGEN wordpress roster:  This site is looking even better, with lots of variety and interesting posts. 

It’s also getting positive comments. If we can all post one more contribution before 22nd October it 

will be a great advertisement for BGEN at the Congress.  

• Around the traps:  

Aaron: Ran a successful Aboriginal partnership workshop, this was a great personal development 

program. Big surprise he’s very busy with BGANZ preparations. He still was able to run a very 

successful pollinator’s week program at Mt. Lofty, together with P.E. week celebrations with a bike 

ride, was used to both educate and provide opportunities to experience a healthy food and life style.  

Stephen: School numbers at NBG were high 11,000 for the year to date.  The Paperbark Tree House 

project should wind up this month.  An interpretation plan for the Garden has started and should 

provide some valuable direction for future programs. Stephen’s member of BGEN UK and says they 

have great education resources available. The Swedish Embassy in Canberra have opened a Solander 

Garden-Michael is keen to visit. School holiday program Biodiversity Detectives, bee, bug and seed 

blitz went really well. He is also making improvements to the Junior Ranger program.  

Michael: Has had a very busy month, with schools, community workshops and tour groups. Working 

with a special needs school to establish a quirky vegetable and sensory garden at the front of the 

school. Sir Joseph Banks appeared as a ghostly presence to give his unique interpretation of the 

Garden displays. Michael is also doing last minute preparations for the school holiday program 

where Bill and Ben and the Talking Tree will delight young child in the Garden once again.  

Julia: Has been working on integrating technology to help interpret the native plant collections with 

a plant ID, Ideas and Conservation trails, using augmented and virtual reality. (Steve informed the 

meeting that the National Arboretum  is working on a similar program) . Julia also reminded the 

meeting of the Endeavour 2020 program, where BGs around the World are planning to celebrate the 

voyage of the Endeavour from England 1768 to South America the Pacific and beyond. Julia is also 

getting ready for the International arts festival in May 2018. 

Next call: Friday 20th October? (may be busy with Congress), so  Friday17th November more likely 


